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     BRONSON -- It is that time of year again when we all need to slow down, exercise a little 

patience, pull off to the side of the road, and take a few minutes to recognize the value of one of 

our county’s most important industries. 

     Even if you’re not directly involved in Levy County agriculture, if you own a business here, 

work for someone who does, or have just come to relax and retire, your connection to local 

agriculture goes well beyond the proverbial three meals a day. Now I know that many minds just 

jumped to some of the less positive experiences of living in a farming community, but let’s 

consider some of the positives. 

     1. According to a UF/ IFAS study done in 2018, agriculture provides 31.8 percent of the jobs 

in Levy County and over $280 million dollars to our local economy. Keep in mind that these 

dollars are just the direct impact dollars. Add to this all of the indirect goods and services 

required by the 5000 people who work in and around the farm and you will start getting a 

picture of the driver that this industry is. Construction, barber shops, and restaurant services, 

while are obviously not directly driven by agriculture, are highly influenced by the success of 

farming. The positive economic benefits of this industry reach much further into our 

communities than a casual glance might first notice. 

     2. As a land-use (like residential, commercial, or industrial land-use), agriculture contributes 

a measurable benefit to our environment as well. Farmland across the region provides wildlife 

habitat and biodiversity, water-recharge and infiltration areas, atmospheric cooling, and an 

abundance of aesthetically pleasing landscapes. While most farmers are incredible stewards of 

the environmental resources on which their livelihood depends, did you realize that over 

180,000 acres of agricultural land in the Suwannee Valley (>50 percent of farmland) are 

voluntarily enrolled in Fl. Dept. Of Agriculture and Consumer Services Best Management 

Practices (BMPs)?  These BMPs are scientifically validated practices that farmers implement to 

ensure that their enterprises are not part of an environmental problem. 

     3. Another benefit of living in a strong agricultural community, that positively benefits the 

wallet of every local resident, often goes unnoticed. If you own property in the county, you pay 

property taxes. When compared to other regions around the state and country, our local 
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municipalities claim that our taxes are among the lowest. So, why might this be? There have 

been several studies done around the state on the costs of community services (roads, schools, 

emergency services, sidewalks, streetlights…). When comparing taxes generated by various land 

uses (residential, commercial, agriculture) to the amount of community services they require, 

agriculture and some commercial land uses result in a net gain for county governments. 

     In every study the cost of community services for residential land uses always results in a net 

loss to the municipality.  This means that agriculture not only pays its own way, but it also pays 

for the services that non-agricultural residents need/ enjoy. Without agriculture our taxes would 

be higher, or our community services would have to be reduced. 

     Agriculture is a year-round industry in Levy County involving many different commodities 

across a wide geographic area. While this is a season (August-November) when we encounter 

more and larger equipment on the roads, it isn’t the only season. If city driving requires 

increased attention to traffic lights, distracted drivers, bicycles and pedestrians, country driving 

requires attention to end-gun car washes, high clearance sprayers, and the occasional escaped 

cow. 

     I may be overstating the obvious but based on my observations I still think it needs to be said. 

Moving a piece of farm equipment down a highway is different than driving your minivan to the 

store. 

     • Imagine strapping a 16-foot ladder across the grill of your car and driving through the 

Walmart parking lot on Saturday morning. 

     • Imagine pulling off on the shoulder of a county road at 60 MPH, with no springs or shocks, 

a back seat full of eggs, and no springs or shocks. 

     • Imagine driving a semi pulling a mobile home through the fast food drive-in. 

     • Imagine being stuck in the fast lane on the Atlanta By-pass riding a Moped 

     • Imagine driving a $500,000 Lamborghini at the Bronson racetrack in first gear. 

     Add these all up and you might be getting close to what it’s like driving a peanut picker down 

a Levy County backroad. The equipment is big, expensive, and, while legal to operate on the 

highway, they’re not well suited to it. 

     Think about how many times you have been surprised by finding a tractor puttering down the 

road. You crest a hill, round a curve, or look up from a momentary distraction and there it is. 

Because of the difference in speed between you and it, this massive piece of equipment seems to 

have appeared out of thin air. Now imagine that you are the one driving the tractor, with all of 

the above listed parameters, and this shiny red ‘vette is all of the sudden on you. This isn’t a 

good situation for either party. 

     There are certainly benefits to living in a rural county. While we may not always recognize it, 

agriculture and farming play an important role in what makes Levy, Levy. As we enter into this 

peanut harvest season, and encounter the occasional “picker parade,” or this winter as a rancher 

moves hay to a pen of heifers,  or as fields are prepared for spring planting we all need to slow 

down a little, offer a generous dose of highway social distancing, and be thankful that we aren’t 

stuck at a traffic light sucking exhaust fumes. 

     For more information about any of the topics discussed, contact Mark Warren, Row Crops 

Agent, UF/IFAS Extension, Levy County, at 352-486-5131 or levy@ifas.ufl.edu. 
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